
 

Knowledge Organiser Year 5/6 Spring Term Physical Education Invasion Games/Striking and Fielding  

 

Theme: Netball Year: 5/6 Subject: Physical Education  

What should I already know/be able to do? 

 a chest, overhead and bounce pass 

 a basketball shoot 

 know ways of attacking and defending  

How will I use this learning in the future? 

In Year 6, I will further consolidate my skills and play with 

more advanced tactics in high-5 netball games. In KS3, I will 

play full netball games using these skills.  

What vocabulary should I learn? 

centre pass the centre takes this pass from the centre 

circle at the start of a game or after each 

goal 

What should I be able to do by the end? double 

dodge 

move one way then the other before pushing 

off explosively in the direction of travel Shooting: 

 

 

Passing: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use pivoting to get into a good 

 passing position:  

 
 

 

 

footwork how you land when receiving the ball 

one-on-one 

marking 

players marking their opposition player to 

prevent them from receiving or passing the 

ball 

obstruction if you are closer than 1m to the player with 

the ball this is obstruction 

offside to enter an area of the court you are not 

allowed 

pivot swivelling on the ball of one foot and 

stepping with the other foot to face a 

different direction 

1. straight 

lead run 

2. outrun a defender by quickly accelerating 

forwards at a 45˚ angle to receive a pass 

throw in 3. if the ball leaves the court a throw in is 

taken by the opposite team 

4. toss up 5. when simultaneous possession occurs a 

toss up is taken 

Travelling: 

 

Stop Pivot Pass
Move 
into 

Space
Recieve

AttackDefendMark

You cannot travel with the ball in netball. Remember 

to stop and pivot when you receive the ball.  

Use for short distances 

or when space is 

restricted. 

The quickest, most 

accurate and most 

used pass. 

Use when you need to move the ball over a long 

distance or over the heads of defenders.  

One handed catch: 



 

Rules of High-5 Netball and Court Positions:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attacking and Defending: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When 2 players 

simultaneously 

gain ball 

possession, knock 

the ball off court, 

are offside with 

the ball or make 

contact a toss- up 

is taken. 

The Footwork Rule: 

-Players who land on one foot when they catch the ball 

may use their other foot to step in any direction. The 

foot that was on the ground first should not move but 

can be rotated to allow pivot.  

-Players who land on two feet when they catch the ball 

can choose one foot to step in any direction. Once they 

have moved the foot, the other foot should not move 

but can be rotated on to pivot.  

If the footwork rule is broken, the other team will be 

given a free pass. This includes id a player moves, hops 

on or drags their landing foot.  

 



Theme: Rugby Year: 5/6 Subject: Physical Education  

What should I already know/be able to do? 

 throw and catch confidently using a range 

of throws 

 use dodging skills in a game 

 use attacking and defending skills  

How will I use this learning in the future? 

In Year 6, I will consolidate these skills and apply 

them into game-based situations, using 

intercepting, attacking and defending tactics. In 

KS3, you will learn to play contact rugby. 

What vocabulary should I learn? 

backward 

pass 

unlike most invasion games, in tag rugby the ball can only 

be passed sideways or backwards – not forwards  

non-

contact 

players can not touch each other – only to remove a tag 

by touching the tag 

What should I be able to do by the end? offside offside occurs when a player has been tagged – all 

players from the tag team must move behind the ball Holding a Ball:  Throwing: 

  sidestep a quick direction change  

tag a strip worn on a belt of each player (2 per player) 

tagging removing a tag from the belt of the ball carrier  

try placing the ball down on or behind the opponents’ line 

w-grip the position that hands should be in when catching the 

ball at chest height 

Catching: 

 
                                             
                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Tagging Rules:  

6.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Moving and Dodging:  Tagging: 

 

 

 

 

Step in the 

direction of the 

throw.  

Release the ball 

from your waist.  

Only pass 

backwards and 

sideways in rugby. 

Place your 

hands in a ‘w’ 

shape, at 

chest height, 

ready to catch 

the ball.  

As the ball 

starts to 

cross your 

path, reach 

out 

towards it.  

Have your 

hands 

underneath 

the ball 

and pull it 

safely into 

your body.  

The Sidestep:  

 -Keep head up 

-Low body position (knees 

bent) 

-Plant one foot and lean 

to make it look like you’re 

moving in one direction 

-Push off using your 

outside foot and leg 

muscles to dart in the 

other direction 

Tag Rugby is a non-

contact sport and tagging 

is used as a way to place 

pressure on the ball 

carrier. A ‘tackle’ is made 

in tag rugby when a tag is 

removed from the ball 

carrier’s belt.  



Intercepting: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tag Rugby Game and Rules: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Attacking and Defending: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Theme: Strike and Field-Cricket Year: 5/6 Subject: Physical Education  

What should I already know/be able to do? 

 bat a ball in a strategic direction 

 some overarm bowling 

 use skills in Kwik cricket 

How will I use this learning in the future? 

In Year 6 and in KS3, I will use the skills that I have 

learnt to play various games of cricket. I will build my 

skills together with tactics to be a successful player. 

What vocabulary should I learn? 

base the initial position needed when bowling a ball 

boundary the edge of the area the game is being played 

What should I be able to do by the end? in-field the part of the pitch where the running, bowling 

and batting takes place Batting:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fielding: 

Throwing for distance: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LBW: 

LBW is a common foul in cricket. It stands for 

‘Leg Before Wicket’ and occurs when a batter’s 

body stops the ball from hitting the wicket. If 

this happens then the batter is out.   

innings the duration of a cricket match where one team 

takes the turn to bat 

long barrier 

stop 

a body position that enables a fielder to stop a 

rolling ball successfully 

match the whole game taking place 

overs six consecutive legal deliveries to a batter 

wide this is shouted in a game if the ball is not bowled 

well 

Bowling: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

wicket three vertical posts, sometimes with two bails on 

top 

Rules of Cricket: 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The ball must bounce in front of 

the batter so that it reaches a 

height that is below the batter’s 

shoulders. A ball will be called a 

wide ball is it bounces higher 

than this or falls wide into a 

position where the batter cannot 

reach it. 

Aim for the wickets. 



Theme: Rounder’s Year: 5/6 Subject: Physical Education  

What should I already know/be able to do? 

 hit balls using cricket bats and tennis 

rackets 

 bowl a ball 

 use fielding skills 

How will I use this learning in the future? 

In Year 6 and in KS3 I will further develop my 

skills and tactics in game-based situations.   

What vocabulary should I learn? 

backstop a fielding position to help the bowler aim the ball 

batting square the box in which all bats must get taken 

What should I be able to do by the end? bowling square the box in which all bowls must be taken 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throwing and Catching: 

Overarm Throw: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Catching a High Ball: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Catching a Straight High Ball: 

 

fielding the team that are not batting and trying to get the 

batters out are fielding 

half rounder a half rounder is scored when the batter gets all 

the way round but didn’t hit the ball or gets halfway 

round having hit the ball 

no ball when a foul ball is bowled this is known as a known 

ball 

obstruction a fielder blocking a batter’s run  

rounder when a batter hits the ball and reaches the 4th post 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fielding Positions: 

 

Catching a Straight Low to Mid Ball: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Catching a Straight Side Ball: 

 

 

 



Real PE Year 5 

Spring 1 Spring 2 

Multi – ability: 

Creative 

Fundamental Movement Skill 

Funs Station 2 - Static balance – seated 

Funs Station 3 - Static balance – floor work 

Multi – ability: 

Personal 

Fundamental Movement Skill 

Funs Station 11 - Agility – ball chasing 

Funs Station 8 - Coordination with equipment 

Teacher Guidance  

Focus on invasion games (ball handling, kicking and implement) 

- choose and use skills which meet the specific needs of the ball – 

handling and kicking and implement invasion games, e.g. passing by 

throwing, bouncing and striking, receiving, carrying, dribbling and shooting 

- understand and show how a team can retain possession and find ways of 

progressing towards an opponent’s goal 

- know how to mark an opponent effectively and defend a goal 

- demonstrate a range of skills using one hand or two hands, feet or 

implement for passing and receiving 

- carry, bounce and dribble the ball in a controlled manner whilst moving 

- find and use space to help their team and use a variety of tactics to 

keep the ball e.g. changing speed and direction 

- work as a team in various small sided ball handling, kicking and implement 

invasion games and be able to transfer common principles of play and 

basic attacking strategies across the game 

Focus on striking / fielding games 

- use a rounders bat or a cricket shaped bat with confidence 

- strike and throw the ball with reasonable accuracy and consistency 

- bowl underarm so the ball arrives appropriately for the batter to hit (bowling with a 

bounce and without a bounce) 

- understand when and how to move when fielding a ball e.g. move across the path of the 

ball to intercept it or move towards a ball traveling slowly and directly towards the fielder 

- play confidently in a range of small sided striking – fielding games using different bats, 

balls and rules and experience all roles 

 

 

 

Key Driver 

 The children see all new challenges as opportunities to learn and develop 

 The children recognise their strengths and weaknesses and can set themselves 

appropriate targets 

Subject themes  

 The children can respond imaginatively to different situations, adapting and 

adjusting their skills, movements or tactics so they are different from or in 

contrast with others. 

Impact 

 The children can stand facing my partner who feeds a ball over my head, I can turn 

and collect the ball after one bounce 

 The children can stand facing away from my parent and repeat the above  

 With a partner, the children can pass and receive more than one object using feet 

and hands simultaneously.  

 The children can create a throwing circuit with a partner throwing three objects 

for 30 seconds 

 The children can sit down without my hands and feet on the floor and transfer 

objects across my body to the points of the compass 

 The children can repeat this with a partner applying force 



 The children can start in a front support position (press up) and lift one arm up and 

rotate fluently until I am in a back support position. I can continue to rotate 

fluently 

Aspiring Athlete 

 

 

 

 

 

Spring 1 Spring 2 

Multi – ability: 

Creative 

Fundamental Movement Skill 

Funs Station 2 - Static balance – seated 

Funs Station 3 - Static balance – floor work 

 

Personal 

Fundamental Movement Skill 

Funs Station 11 - Agility – ball chasing 

Funs Station 8 - Coordination with equipment 

 

Teacher Guidance 

Focus on invasion games (ball handling, kicking and implement) 

- understand and demonstrate a range of controlled passing, receiving, 

striking, dribbling and shooting skills when kicking or using an implement 

or playing in ball handling invasion games and adapt them to meet the 

needs of the situation 

- play in a range of small sided games and make effective choices about 

when, how and where to pass so that they retain possession and progress 

towards an opponent’s goal 

- know and understand the positions they play and identify and show 

specific attacking and defending skills e.g. marking a player or a space, 

intercepting, dodging, moving into space and shooting  

- understand how to organise their team into different formations to 

concentrate more on attack or on defence e.g. overload the attack or give 

it numerical advantage; recognise how to transfer these principles to 

other invasion games 

- recognise and describe the best parts in an individual or team 

performance; identify aspects that need improvement and suggest how to 

improve them 

Teacher Guidance 

Focus on striking and fielding games 

- Know, understand and show correct striking stance and direct the ball away from 

fielders using different angles and speeds 

- bowl in competitive situations and understand strategies that can be deployed between 

bowler / wicket keeper / backstop / bases 

- field the ball and return it with an overarm throw 

- know when to run after hitting a ball 

Play confidently and effectively in a range of small sided striking. fielding games and work 

as a team to e.g. fielders develop strategies to outwit the batters 

- Recognise and identify what needs to be improved in their performance and can suggest 

ways of doing it 

 

 

 

Key Driver 

 The children can create their own learning plan and revise that plan when necessary 

 The children can accept critical feedback and make changes 

Subject themes 

 The children can effectively disguise what they are about to do next 

 The children can use variety and creativity to engage an audience 

Impact 



 The children can sit with my arms and legs off the floor and can collect different 

items within arm’s reach 

 The children can sit with my arms and legs off the floor and do a 360 degree turn 

on my bottom without using my hands 

 The children can do both the above whilst sitting on a bench 

 The children can maintain a press up position whilst taking one foot off the floor 

and moving objects to the points of a compass 

 The children can face away from my partner and catch a ball that they have fed 

over my head in-between my knees 

 The children can face away from my partner and catch a ball they have fed over my 

head on the instep of my foot and lower it to the ground 

 With a partner, the children can pass and receive more than 3 objects using feet 

and hands simultaneously. 

Aspiring Athlete 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


